
2021 Training Tips from 
Your Service Dog School 

As we come to 
the close of 
2021, we do so 
on a hopeful 
note.

Hopeful, 
because we are
here together to
celebrate the 
holiday as we 
prepare to ring 
in yet another 
New Year.

Your Service 
Dog Inc, like 

many of you, has experienced it's share of joys and sorrows over the 
past year.

This has been a creative year for writers Lelah Sullivan & M. Walshe 
whose new book on Puppy Parenting and Puppy Grandparenting is 
the first in a new series of books - The  "Training Your Own Full 
Potential Pet Partner" series. 

The book will soon be available oin Amazon and is accompanied by a
Workbook full of Tips and Session Chart Planners to help both Puppy
Parents and Puppy Grandparents organize, track, and Journal their 
daily progress. 



The Cover image of the new “Puppy Parenting and Puppy 
Grandparenting” Book and Workbook shows Connie Serpico holding 
her beloved Service Dog, Peanut.

  
Connie, who 
was a loving, 
caring, and 
proud Service 
Dog Pawtner 
and Pawrent 
(and dear 
friend of Your 
Service Dog 
Inc) sadly 
passed away 
before the 
launch of the 
new book.

Rest in Peace Connie, you're loved and missed by all those you have
left behind.   � 



Tips for Puppy Parents and Puppy GrandParents 
from 

Your Service Dog School

1. Do Lots of Research Before You Fall in Love with the Breed of 
Your Choice
It is good to read and research all you can about any breed of puppy 
that you plan to consider as a pet Partner or Service Dog Partner. 
Learn the traits of each breed that you are drawn to and consider the 
pros and cons before entering in to a partnership with a new puppy.

2. Try to Permit Puppy to Choose You
When you have decided the breed and narrowed down your choices, 
or perhaps you are visiting a rescue where a number of choices are 
offered to you to select your future Full Potential Puppy Partner from, 
take the time to observe the puppies and see if one of them is 
responding in a special way to you and choosing you. 

If a puppy is choosing you and seeking you out then please give good
consideration to that particular puppy (assuming that the puppy 
seems to have the other important qualities – more about this in the 
Puppy Parenting and Puppy Grand Parenting Book) because he or 
she has already initiated a bond with you.

3. Puppy Needs You Close
Please remember that you are taking puppy away from all that he or 
she has ever known since birth. Puppy may be frightened, confused, 
and feel lonely for his mom and siblings, so try and keep your puppy 
close to you, especially at night because puppies, just like children 
can be afraid of being alone in the dark and need to see and feel that 
you are close in order to feel secure.



4. Toys & Chews
Because puppies go through a teething period and grow their adult 
teeth at a very young age (which for most puppies will be between 
the age of 4-8 months) it is good to have lots of safe chewy toys of all
types of textures available for puppy to chew on.

5. Grooming
The grooming process should begin right away. Although grooming 
usually includes combing or brushing a dog's hair, and sometimes a 
bath, a good grooming preparation is to touch puppy lightly all over 
and massage him as you go. Later, when you introduce the brush 
and comb to your puppy, the experience of touch had already been 
established as a pleasant one.

6. Independence
Puppy's independence and the dreaded words "Separation Anxiety" 
are not things that you need to worry about in the first weeks after 
bringing your puppy home. Your puppy will best learn confidence and
independance if the need for care and nurturing are provided as he or
she matures. 

7. PottyTraining
Potty training is something all Puppy Pawrents need to deal with. Try 
to make this learning experience a pleasant one for you and your 
puppy. Get to know your puppy"s routine and take note of it so that 
you learn to time his or her potty times and plan your potty breaks 
accordingly.

There are a number of Potty Training tips in the new upcoming book, 
“Puppy Parenting and Puppy Grand Parenting.”

For instructions on our complete Potty Training method (which we 
use at Your Service Dog School for our Service Dog Puppies) here 
are links to the book “Potty Training Your Own Full Potential Service 
Dog Puppy” which is available on Amazon:



USA
https://www.amazon.com/gp/aw/d/B07549SGMV

UK & Ireland
https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/aw/d/B07549SGMV

Canada
https://www.amazon.ca/gp/aw/d/B07549SGMV

8. Training for life
Learning begins right from the start. Every word you speak, every 
gesture you make, and every one of your mood swings is being 
studied by your puppy. 

From an early age puppies are capable of much more than you might
imagine.

Our new “Puppy Parenting and Puppy Grandparenting” Book covers 
what we like to call “Puppy Preschool” and continues with the Basic 
Foundation of learning Games incorporated into a plan which is 
designed for younger puppies and dogs.

9. Mistakes
Please be gentle and patient with your puppy and with yourself. We 
all make mistakes, but it’s the way in which we deal with our mistakes
that is important and that can turn them into stepping stones to 
success.

10. Contract Between Human Partner and Puppy
It can be helpful to sign a contract with your puppy and hang it in a 
visible place where you can look at it from time to time and be 
inspired by it to keep your word to your puppy that you will be the 
best “Pawtner” or “Pawrent” that you can be.

The new “Training Your Own Full Potential Pet Partner - Puppy 

https://www.amazon.ca/gp/aw/d/B07549SGMV
https://www.amazon.com/gp/aw/d/B07549SGMV/ref=dbs_
https://www.amazon.com/gp/aw/d/B07549SGMV/ref=dbs_


Parenting and Puppy Grandparenting A-Z Training Guide for all 
Puppy Parents Workbook” will contain a prepared contract that you 
can download and sign, and also ask your puppy to place his or her 
paw print of approval on.   :)

Happy Training & Happy Holidays
 from 

Lelah Sullivan, 
M. Walshe, 

and all of the Trainers 
at 

Your Service Dog School
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